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Abstract
Stationary small-animal SPECT systems are being developed for rapid dynamic imaging from
limited angular views. This paper quantified, through simulations, the performance of Maximum
Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) for reconstructing a time-activity curve (TAC)
with uptake duration of a few seconds from a stationary, three-camera multi-pinhole SPECT
system. The study also quantified the benefits of a heuristic method of initializing the
reconstruction with a prior image reconstructed from a conventional number of views, for example
from data acquired during the late-study portion of the dynamic TAC. We refer to MLEM
reconstruction initialized by a prior-image initial guess (IG) as MLEMig. The effect of the prior-
image initial guess on the depiction of contrast between two regions of a static phantom was
quantified over a range of angular sampling schemes. A TAC was modeled from the
experimentally measured uptake of 99mTc-hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime (HMPAO) in the rat
lung. The resulting time series of simulated images was quantitatively analyzed with respect to the
accuracy of the estimated exponential washin and washout parameters. In both static and dynamic
phantom studies, the prior-image initial guess improved the spatial depiction of the phantom, for
example improved definition of the cylinder boundaries and more accurate quantification of
relative contrast between cylinders. For example in the dynamic study, there was ~50% error in
relative contrast for MLEM reconstructions compared to ~25-30% error for MLEMig. In the static
phantom study, the benefits of the initial guess decreased as the number of views increased. The
prior-image initial guess introduced an additive offset in the reconstructed dynamic images, likely
due to biases introduced by the prior image. MLEM initialized with a uniform initial guess yielded
images that faithfully reproduced the time dependence of the simulated TAC; there were no
statistically significant differences in the mean exponential washin/washout parameters estimated
from MLEM reconstructions compared to the true values. Washout parameters estimated from
MLEMig reconstructions did not differ significantly from the true values, however the estimated
washin parameter differed significantly from the true value in some cases. Overall, MLEM
reconstruction from few views and a uniform initial guess accurately quantified the time
dependance of the TAC while introducing errors in the spatial depiction of the object. Initializing
the reconstruction with a late-study initial guess improved spatial accuracy while decreasing
temporal accuracy in some cases.
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I. Introduction
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) provides noninvasive images of
the in vivo distribution of radiotracer molecules. Dynamic SPECT provides additional
information from a time-sequence of reconstructed images, which enables estimation of
kinetic parameters describing the tracer washin, washout, and retention localized in three
spatial dimensions [1]–[3]. Numerous dynamic SPECT systems have been developed and
used as clinical and research tools, for example, for quantifying regional cerebral blood
flow, myocardial function, and renal function [4]–[9]. These dynamic systems generally
measure time-activity curves on the order of minutes, because of the time required to acquire
a complete set of angular views at each time point. Therefore, numerous reconstruction
approaches have been developed to extract dynamic information from slowly rotating
systems [3].
The first-pass uptake of some tracers occurs within seconds to minutes of injection, so that
capturing the dynamics of the tracer uptake requires a system with high temporal resolution
and sensitivity. Stationary multi-camera SPECT systems for small-animal imaging have
been developed to enable rapid dynamic imaging by acquiring multiple projections without
gantry rotation [10]–[16]. Decreasing the number of cameras reduces the cost of the system,
but also decreases the azimuthal angular sampling and sensitivity of stationary systems,
potentially requiring new reconstruction algorithms [17].
The feasibility of reconstructing MR and CT images from angularly undersampled data was
recently studied, and several reconstruction approaches developed [18]–[21]. Several of
these reconstruction algorithms rely on prior information from images that have sufficient
angular sampling but limited temporal resolution. Previous work investigated reconstruction
approaches for an undersampled stationary three-camera SPECT system, but did not
consider the dynamic imaging task [22], [23].
The objective of this study was to quantify the performance of Maximum Likelihood
Expectation Maximization (MLEM) for reconstructing a time-activity curve (TAC) with
uptake duration of a few seconds from a simulated, stationary, three-camera multi-pinhole
SPECT system. We also quantified the performance of a heuristic method that initializes the
reconstruction with a prior image reconstructed from a conventional number of views, for
example, by acquiring data during the late-study portion of the dynamic TAC where steady-
state is often achieved. The effect of the prior-image initial guess on the depiction of
contrast between two regions of a static phantom was quantified over a range of angular
sampling schemes. A TAC was modeled from the experimentally measured uptake
of 99mTc-hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime (HMPAO) in the rat lung. The resulting time
series of simulated images were quantitatively analyzed with respect to the accuracy of the
estimated exponential washin/washout parameters.
II. Methods and Materials
A. Few-View SPECT
The measurement process in SPECT imaging can be modeled as a linear system of
equations:
(1)
where the vector f represents the discretized object, g represents the projection
measurements, and H is the system matrix with Hij representing the probability that a photon
emitted at location j is detected in measurement i. In the absence of noise and nonideal
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effects such as scatter, a unique object f corresponds to measurements g only if the rank of
H matches the dimension of the space containing f. In few-view SPECT, the number of
unknown parameters in the object vector, f is greater than the number of measurements g.
Thus the system of equations described in Eq. 1 is underdetermined and there is an infinite
set of solutions for a particular set of projections (i.e., the true solution vector plus vectors in
the null space of the system matrix).
One purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of MLEM reconstruction for
few-view SPECT. The study also proposed and investigated a heuristic method for
improving reconstruction from few-view SPECT by initializing the MLEM reconstruction
with a prior-image obtained with high angular sampling but low temporal resolution. As
described above, in few-view SPECT, the system matrix, H, has a nontrival null space and
an infinite set of solutions, f,̂ that result in the same Hf ̂and thus the same likelihood of
having observed the measurements g. Therefore, in few-view SPECT, the solution arrived at
by MLEM depends on the null vectors contained in the initial image guess [24]. We
hypothesize that using an initial guess with high angular sampling but low temporal
resolution (e.g., acquired during the late-study portion of the TAC or interlaced from few-
view acquisitions during the TAC) will improve the reconstruction by introducing
information about the object that is in the null space of the system matrix and cannot be
obtained from the projection measurements. On the other hand, discrepancies between the
initial guess and the true object may also be in the null space of H and could introduce errors
that are not removed during reconstruction.
This study performed two sets of simulations to investigate the performance of MLEM in
few-view SPECT. One study performed the simulation and reconstruction of a static
phantom for a range of angular sampling schemes, where the initial guess is a reconstruction
of the identical object simulated with a conventional number of views. The second study
simulated a dynamic acquisition of a realistic TAC with a three-camera, nine-pinhole
system. In the dynamic study, the prior-image initial guess was an image volume
reconstructed from a 60-view acquisition during the late-study portion of the TAC, which
does not necessarily represent the true object at all time points, yet contains substantially
more angular information. For comparison, the static and dynamic phantom data were
reconstructed with MLEM initialized with a uniform initial guess.
B. Simulation
The physical specifications of the simulated SPECT system are listed in Table I. Generally,
the parameter values were chosen to correspond to those of rat lung imaging experiments
described in Section II-E. The number of simulated cameras varied depending on the
specific study, with Figure 1a depicting the three-camera system used in our dynamic
simulation study. Each camera was equipped with a nine-pinhole collimator. The pinholes
were arranged in an oval pattern, as illustrated in Figure 1b, with each pinhole having a 2
mm diameter and a 1 mm channel length. All pinhole channels were perpendicular to the
axis of rotation. The oval arrangement was found previously to be advantageous for
increasing collimator efficiency in this three-camera system configuration [25]. The pinhole
collimator plate was assumed to be 20 mm of tungsten. The scintillation crystal detector was
128×128 mm2 NaI(Tl) measuring 10 mm in thickness. The modeled crystal was not
pixelated, however, detected photons were binned into 1×1-mm pixels based on their
detected position. A lead cover enclosing the back and sides of the detectors was simulated
to prevent background radiation from reaching the detector.
The software phantom consisted of a cylindrical object (radius = 20 mm) embedded with
three cylinders of radii 5 mm (cylinder A), 6 mm (cylinder B) and 3 mm (cylinder C), as
depicted in Figure 2. Details of the phantom are listed in Table 2. The phantom cavity was
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modeled as water, while cylinders A-C were modeled as air, i.e., uniform activity with zero
density. This phantom represents a simplistic approximation of lung tissue, which in practice
has low, but non-zero density. The activity within each cylinder varied depending on the
study, as described in more detail in Sections II-D and Section II-E.
Projection images were simulated with Monte Carlo methods using GATE (Geant4
Application for Emission Tomography) [26]. The Monte Carlo simulations modeled the
stochastic emission of photons from the phantom and their stochastic transport through the
phantom, collimator, and camera. The simulations included Compton scatter, Rayleigh
scatter, and photoelectric absorption as possible interactions for the emitted 140 keV
photons (99mTc), thus scatter and attenuation were modeled as part of the simulation. GATE
returns the detected data in list-mode format with the detected energy of a photon equal to
the sum of the energy deposited by the detected photon and its secondary particles and the
photon position calculated as the energy-weighted centroid of the interactions generated by
the photon [26]. The detector was modeled with ideal energy resolution and no electronic
noise. For all simulations, detected photons with energy outside the 119-161 keV range were
rejected as scatter, which is a larger energy window than typically used in SPECT imaging,
thus representing a high-scatter case where a photon scattered at 69 degrees would be
detected.
The sensitivity of pinhole collimators depends on the angle of the ray incident on the
pinhole. In order to correct for the spatially-varying pinhole sensitivity during
reconstruction, sensitivity maps were estimated for each pinhole of the collimator specified
in Table I by simulating a flood source on the collimator surface with all but the pinhole of
interest covered with tungsten [27]. The resulting projections represent the spatially-varying
sensitivity of each individual pinhole and were incorporated into the reconstruction
algorithm as described below.
C. Reconstruction
All reconstructions were performed using MLEM [28]. In order to correct for the spatially-
varying pinhole sensitivity inherent in the system, the forward projection through each
pinhole was multiplied during each iteration by the corresponding sensitivity map prior to
summing the data from all pinholes [27]. The multiplicative update was again multiplied by
each sensitivity map prior to backprojecting through the corresponding pinhole for each
iteration. As seen in Figure 1, the multi-pinhole projections overlap somewhat on the
detector plane. In general, projection overlap, or multiplexing, can potentially improve
sampling while also introducing image degradations including bias and contrast-to-noise
ratio reductions [29]–[31].
MLEM reconstruction was performed with two different initial image guesses. For all
simulated objects, one set of reconstructions used an initial guess of a uniform cylinder of
diameter 42 mm and height 42 mm, which corresponds to the field of view seen by all
pinholes. We refer to reconstructions with the uniform initial guess as MLEM, and
reconstructions with a prior-image initial guess (IG) as MLEMig. All images were
reconstructed onto a 128×128×128 grid of 1×1×1 mm3 voxels. To select the stopping
iteration, the standard deviation of the voxel values was calculated within a region of interest
(ROI) in cylinder A with 3-mm radius and 10 mm height. For all reconstructions, the
MLEM and MLEMig stopping iterations were selected to provide similar standard deviation
in cylinder A.
Absolute quantification in SPECT imaging is challenging and requires correction for effects
such as collimator efficiency, attenuation, and scatter [32], [33]. In order to isolate the
effects of the uniform and prior-image initial guesses on the reconstruction, we considered
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metrics that depend on the relative reconstructed activity rather than the absolute activity.
The latter depends on the accuracy of attenuation and scatter correction algorithms, which
were not performed in this study. Since these corrections were not performed, images in this
study reconstructed with both MLEM and MLEMig contain errors due to attenuation and
scatter. The attenuation of 99mTc has been estimated as being up to 25% for rat studies, with
less than 10% of the photons scattered [34]. Decay was not modeled, as the decay during the
longest simulated acquisition (200 seconds) was below 1%.
The applied pinhole spatial sensitivity correction method accounts for spatially varying
sensitivity, but does not provide a global correction for overall efficiency. A global
correction factor could be estimated by a point source acquisition and would then scale the
MLEM and MLEMig reconstructed values by the same constant. Since our metrics depend
on relative activity, a global efficiency scaling factor was not applied.
D. Static Phantom Study
This study considered the effects of a prior-image initial guess for the case when the prior
image was a reconstruction of the identical object obtained from a larger number of views.
Thus, this study provides an upper bound on the performance of the proposed method with a
best-case initial guess. Cylinders A, B, and C were filled with 1.69 MBq, 1.03 MBq, and
0.47 MBq, respectively (826 Bq/mm3 in cylinders A and C, 350 Bq/mm3 in cylinder B).
Simulations were repeated with the concentration in the background phantom cavity equal to
0%, 10% and 25% of the activity in cylinder A.
Five trials of a stationary, one-second acquisition with 3, 6, 9, 18, 27, 42 and 60 camera
views (nine-pinholes per view) were simulated for each phantom configuration. To create a
prior image, an acquisition of each phantom was simulated with 60 camera views and 10-
seconds per view. The one-second simulation data were reconstructed with MLEM with a
uniform initial guess and with the corresponding prior images as the initial guess.
Three-dimensional ROIs were extracted within each of the four cylinders in all
reconstructed volumes. The ROIs for the phantom cavity and cylinders A, B, and C were of
radius 3, 3, 4, and 1 mm, respectively, each of 10-mm height. The mean reconstructed value
within each of the 3D ROIs was calculated for each reconstructed dataset. The ratio of
reconstructed activity between the different cylinders was calculated and compared for all
simulations as a measure of relative contrast.
E. Dynamic Phantom Study
This study quantified the performance of MLEM with a uniform and prior-image initial
guess in depicting a typical TAC with uptake occurring over a duration of a few seconds.
Because the prior image was obtained during the late-study portion of the TAC, the prior
image does not necessarily represent the object at each time point.
An in vivo study of 99mTc-HMPAO uptake in the rat lung was performed at Zablocki VA
Medical Center, under an IACUC approved protocol [35]. 99mTc-HMPAO (Ceretec ®) is a
cerebral blood flow imaging agent whose tissue uptake is dependent on tissue redox status
[36]. More recently, 99mTc-HMPAO uptake in the lung has been shown to be a sensitive
marker of oxidant injury, and thus holds promise for early identification and assessment of
clinical lung injury [37], [38]. A male Sprague-Dawley rat was anesthetized with
pentobarbital sodium (40-50 mg/kg, I.P.) and the jugular vein was cannulated (PE-50
tubing). The anesthetized rat was placed supine on a plexiglass plate positioned directly on
the face of a parallel-hole collimator attached to a modular gamma camera (Radiation
Sensors, LLC). A 59 MBq injection of 99mTc-HMPAO was administered through the
intravenous cannula and planar images were acquired every second for 45 seconds. Without
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relocation, subsequent injection and imaging of 37 MBq 99mTc macroaggregated albumin
(MAA) was performed. MAA particles range in size from 10-40 μm and lodge in the
pulmonary capillaries in proportion to pulmonary flow on their first pass. Thus the resulting
image provides a clear definition of the boundaries of the lung. A lung ROI was manually
identified in the MAA images and used as a lung ROI in each of the HMPAO images.
Subsequently, the mean number of counts per pixel within the lung ROI was determined
from the HMPAO images and taken as the lung ROI time-activity curve (TAC). The rat was
then killed by an I.V. overdose of pentobarbital.
The experimental TAC obtained from the lung ROI is shown in Figure 3. Activity in the
lung was first observed in the projection images at five seconds and reached a near steady-
state by 22 seconds. Measured activity at the 18 time points corresponding to the dynamic
portion of the acquisition was time-shifted to begin at time zero and fit to a two-exponential
model given by:
(2)
where tM is the time corresponding to the peak of the curve, α1 and α2 control the amplitude
of the curve, and b1 and b2 are exponential rate constants describing the rate of tracer washin
and washout, respectively. Detailed pharmacokinetic modeling of HMPAO uptake involves
a 4-compartment model [4]. Since the focus of this work is on image reconstruction rather
than modeling of the uptake, we choose a heuristic model of the time-activity curve that
effectively represented the measured data and provided exponential rate parameters for
quantifying reconstruction algorithm accuracy. Throughout this work, all curve fitting was
performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (MATLAB, 2011).
The experimental TAC depicts mean counts in an ROI of a projection image acquired with a
parallel-hole collimator. The experimental TAC was multiplied by the number of pixels in
the lung image ROI, NROI, to calculate total detected counts originating from the lung and
divided by the geometric efficiency of the parallel-hole collimator, Ecparallel, to determine
total activity in the lung, atotal(t), as shown in Eq. 3.
(3)
The geometric efficiency of the parallel-hole collimator was calculated as [39]:
(4)
where A is the cross-sectional area of a single collimator bore, l is the length of its channel
and g is the fraction of the frontal area of the collimator that is not blocked by the collimator
septa (i.e., g = total area of holes in collimator face / area of collimator face). For the
collimator used in the experimental study, A = 2.4 mm2, l = 25.4 mm, and g = 0.69. This
conversion from measured counts in the projection to activity in the object did not account
for attenuation during planar imaging. Thus, the simulated activity represents a lower dose
(more challenging task) than the experimental protocol, although we expect this effect to be
minor due to low attenuation in the rat.
Equal time-varying tracer concentrations were simulated in cylinders A and C using the
modeled TAC curve. The total activity, atotal(t) obtained from Eq. 3 above, was distributed
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proportionally to the volume of each cylinder. The resulting activity concentration in
cylinders A and C, in units of Bq/mm3, is given by a1(t) in Eq. 5 and plotted in Figure 4.
(5)
To simulate a case where the uptake distribution of the tracer within the phantom was
heterogeneous, the activity in cylinder B was simulated with concentration a2(t) as given in
Eq. 6 and plotted in Figure 4.
(6)
The activity in the background cylinder was equal to 40 Bq/mm3 for all time points.
Projection images at a time-sequence of 26 one-second acquisitions, starting at time t=0.6
seconds, were simulated assuming the stationary three-camera system (without rotation)
specified in Table I and depicted in Figure 1. To facilitate statistical analysis, each dynamic
acquisition was simulated five times.
In addition to the dynamic simulations described above, an acquisition during the late-study
phase (i.e. t ≥ 25.6 s) was also simulated with 60 camera views, i.e. 20 step-and-shoot, 10
second acquisitions with the three-camera gantry rotated over 120 degrees, assuming
constant activity concentration equal to a1(25.6) = 404.7 Bq/mm3 in cylinders A and C,
a2(25.6) = 147.8 Bq/mm3, as given by Eq. 5 and 6, and 40 Bq/mm3 in the background
cylinder.
Images were reconstructed by MLEM with a uniform initial guess (MLEM) and with the
late-study prior image as an initial guess (MLEMig). Three-dimensional ROIs were
extracted within each of the three cylinders and background cavity as in the static phantom
study. The mean reconstructed value within each of the 3D ROIs was calculated at each of
the 26 time points, resulting in an estimated time-activity curve, y(t), for each cylinder.
Overall, thirty TACs were estimated in this study, one for each of the three cylinders,
simulated for each of the five trials, and obtained using each of the two reconstruction
algorithms (MLEM and MLEMig).
In order for the SPECT system and reconstruction algorithm to faithfully reproduce the
dynamic change in activity, the reconstructed activity must be linearly related to the true
activity in the object. To determine the linearity of the reconstructed data, the reconstructed
time-activity averaged within the ROI in each cylinder, y(t), was plotted against the true
time-activity, a1(t) or a2(t), for each time point, cylinder, trial, and reconstruction method.
The data points from five trials of a particular cylinder were aggregated into one scatter plot
and linear regression was used to evaluate the slope and offset parameters for each cylinder
and reconstruction algorithm.
The relative contrast, defined as the ratio between activities in two ROIs, was calculated
between all cylinders at all time points. The contrast at each time point was averaged over
the five trials.
To quantify the fidelity of the reconstructed dynamic activity, each reconstructed TAC, y(t),
was fit to the two phase model of Eq. 2. Because the sampling of the dynamic TAC does not
necessarily begin at zero seconds, an additional parameter representing time delay, tD was
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incorporated into Eq. 2 by substituting (t – tD) for t. Thus, the reconstructed TACs were fit
to the modified Eq. 2 assuming six free parameters (α1, b1, α2, b2, tM, tD), resulting in a
fitted curve, ŷ(t). The estimated washin/washout rate constants, b1̂ and b2̂, and the estimated
peak time tM̂, were compared to the true parameters, b1, b2, and tM for each cylinder,
simulation trial, and reconstruction method.
III. Results
A. Static Phantom Study
Figure 5 displays the central axial slice reconstructed by MLEM for 3, 6, 9 and 60 camera
views with background activity equal to 0%, 10%, and 25% of the activity in cylinder A.
The image reconstructed from 60 views and ten seconds per view is also displayed for each
phantom (labeled as prior image). Figure 6 displays the same images reconstructed with the
prior image as the initial guess (MLEMig). Figure 7 plots the ratio of mean activity between
the different cylinders for each level of angular sampling and background activity.
Comparing Figures 5 and 6, the prior-image initial guess improved the spatial depiction of
the phantom, for example improved definition of the cylinder boundaries. As seen in Figure
7, quantification of the relative contrast between different cylinders was improved when
using the prior-image initial guess. The benefits of the initial guess decreased as the number
of views increased, supporting the hypothesis that the initial guess has a smaller effect on
the reconstructed image as the system becomes more determined. Another trend to be noted
in Figures 5-7 is that MLEM requires more views to match the accuracy of the 60-view
image as the background activity level increases, while the MLEMig results generally
converge with six views for all background activity levels. As the background activity
increased, the error between the reconstructed contrast and the true contrast increased.
However, this contrast error was also present in the prior image, including when the prior
image was reconstructed from 120 views. For example, the true ratio between cylinders A
and C equaled 1.0, whereas the MLEMig reconstructions depicted a ratio of 0.94, 1.07, and
1.14 for 0%, 10%, and 25% background activity, respectively. For comparison, the prior
image depicted a relative ratio of 1.0, 1.14, and 1.19 for 0%, 10%, and 25% background
activity, respectively. These results suggest that the residual error in relative contrast
(0-20%) is caused by factors other than angular sampling, for example partial volume
effects, attenuation, or scatter.
B. Dynamic Phantom Study
A reconstructed axial and coronal image of the phantom acquired during the late-study
phase is displayed in Figure 8. The late-study image volume was reconstructed from 60
camera positions with ten seconds per view and was used subsequently as the initial guess in
the MLEMig algorithm. Figure 9 compares images reconstructed by MLEM and MLEMig
from the one-second acquisition at the 10th time point. As described in Section II-C, the
stopping iteration for each algorithm was selected such that both algorithms resulted in
similar standard deviation around the mean of the voxel values in cylinder A. For example,
the images depicted in Figure 9 display the fourth MLEM iteration (0.543 standard
deviation) and the second MLEMig iteration (0.540 standard deviation).
Scatter plots displaying the mean reconstructed activity, y(t), as a function of the true
activity, a1(t) or a2(t), at each time point and cylinder are displayed in Figure 10 for the
MLEM and MLEMig algorithms. The five symbols represent the five different trials for each
phantom. The scatter data were fit to a straight line and the resulting fitted lines are also
plotted in Figure 10. As seen in Figure 10, the values reconstructed by MLEMig contain
additive offsets that are not present in the MLEM reconstructions. Also, the R2 values were
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higher for linear fits of data reconstructed by MLEMig, most notably for cylinder C. One
observation that requires further investigation is that the linear fits for cylinders A and C
differ in both slope and offset between MLEM and MLEMig, while differing only in offset
for cylinder B.
Figures 11 and 12 compare the true relative contrast between cylinders to that estimated in
images reconstructed by MLEM and MLEMig at each time point. Overall, images
reconstructed with MLEMig demonstrated more accurate contrast measures compared to
images reconstructed with MLEM. For example, the percent error in contrast, averaged
across all time points, was 50% and 51% for A/B and C/B, and 29% and 25% for MLEMig
reconstructions, respectively. For comparison, in the late-study image reconstructed from 60
views, the percent error was 2% for A/B and 14% for C/B. These results suggest that the
prior-image initial guess reduced the contrast error, but that substantial errors persist, likely
due to the limited angular sampling of a three-camera acquisition.
The reconstructed TACs obtained from each cylinder and simulation, y(t), were fit to the
two phase exponential model of Eq. 2, yielding fitted curves ŷ(t). Figure 13 shows typical
reconstructed and fitted time-activity curves reconstructed with MLEM and MLEMig. In
order to compare the shape of the estimated TAC to the true TAC, the true TAC is plotted
after being scaled to have the mean value of the fitted curve. Table III lists the R2 values
resulting from fitting the reconstructed TACs to the two-exponential model. The R2 values
were significantly higher for MLEMig than MLEM for all cylinders (p< 0.05).
Table IV compares the estimated washin, b1̂, washout, b2̂, and peak time, tM̂, parameters to
the true value for each cylinder and reconstruction method. The washin/washout parameters
estimated by MLEM reconstructions did not differ significantly from the true values for any
cylinder. The washin parameter estimated by MLEMig differed significantly from the true
value for cylinders A and C, while the washin parameter estimated in cylinder B and the
washout parameter estimated in all three cylinders did not significantly differ from the true
value. For all three cylinders, an analysis of the correlation coefficients between the
estimated parameters demonstrated a statistically significant (p<0.05) and strong (R<-0.9)
negative correlation between parameters α1 and b1. This is most likely a consequence of the
small value of b1 relative to the standard deviation of reconstructed activity during the
washin phase. If we consider the linearization of Eq. 2, we obtain
(7)
where the lack of identifiability of α1 versus b1 becomes evident.
The estimated peak time, tM̂ differed significantly from the true value for cylinder A for
MLEM reconstructions and for cylinders A and C for MLEMig reconstructions.
Furthermore, there were no statistically significant differences in the standard deviations of
the parameter estimates obtained by the two algorithms (F-test, p<0.05).
IV. Discussion
In the dynamic study, MLEM reconstructions initialized with a uniform initial guess
accurately depicted the general shape of the TAC and provided exponential rate parameter
estimates that did not differ significantly from the true values. While the temporal
distribution of activity was accurately depicted for each spatial location, the reconstructed
spatial distribution contained errors when MLEM was initialized by a uniform initial guess,
for example ~50% error in the contrast between cylinders and limited depiction of the
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cylindtrical phantom boundaries. These spatial inaccuracies were reduced to ~25-30% by
using MLEMig. A contrast error of 25-30% is relatively large compared to the error in the
60-view late-study image (2-14%), suggesting that an improved prior image or additional
camera views are required to increase the reconstructed accuracy at each time point. The
results of the static phantom study suggest that the benefits of the prior-image initial guess
decrease as angular sampling increases.
Images reconstructed using the prior-image initial guess demonstrated an additive offset in
the reconstructed values. This offset is likely caused by biases introduced by the initial guess
that, along with the added edge information, are within the null space of the undersampled
system matrix. This additive offset likely caused the reduced accuracy of the washin
parameters, b1, estimated from MLEMig reconstructions compared to images reconstructed
with a uniform initial guess. Despite the additive offset and errors in the washin parameter,
there were no statistically significant differences between the estimated and true exponential
washout parameter, b2 for MLEMig reconstructions.
Overall, the results demonstrate that MLEM with a uniform initial guess resulted in reduced
accuracy in the spatial depiction of the phantom, and increased accuracy in the temporal
depiction compared to images reconstructed with MLEMig. The late-study initial guess
improved the spatial depiction when reconstructing from limited angular data, while
potentially introducing temporal errors if the late-study image differs from the true object at
a time point.
The proposed method of using a prior-image initial guess is heuristic, and thus its
performance is object dependent. This study quantified the performance for the specific case
of using a late-study image as the initial guess. The method is expected to be beneficial for
objects whose spatial distribution remain constant during tracer uptake and washout. If, for
example, a structure has complete tracer washout (voxel value equal to zero) prior to the
late-study acquisition or if the object size changes between tracer uptake and the late-study
phase, the late-study initial guess may be result in a less accurate image compared to
reconstructions initialized by a uniform initial guess. Future studies are required to
investigate the feasibility of obtaining more accurate prior images, for example by rotating
the gantry during the dynamic acquisition and interlacing the resulting projections across
multiple time points to create a prior image with high angular sampling and limited temporal
information, as was proposed for the HighlY constrained backPRojection (HYPR) and I-
HYPR algorithms [18], [19].
The proposed prior-image initial guess method has the advantage of being a simple
adaptation to existing reconstruction algorithms. However, the success of the method
appears dependent on the accuracy of the prior image and may increase error depending on
the selected prior image. Future work is needed to implement advanced algorithms that
incorporate the prior image information while being more robust to inaccuracies in the prior
image. Such algorithms may incorporate a prior-image constraint as part of the
reconstruction process, as has been proposed for CT imaging [20].
V. Conclusions
Angular undersampling introduced errors in the spatial depiction of the simulated phantom.
These errors were reduced by using a prior image as the initial guess for MLEM
reconstruction. In the dynamic study, a prior image acquired during the late-study portion of
the TAC improved the spatial depiction of the dynamic phantom while introducing an offset
into the reconstructed values leading to errors in the estimated washin parameter. MLEM
initialized with a uniform initial guess demonstrated increased errors in the spatial depiction
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of the phantom at each time point, but provided more accurate representation of the TAC at
each spatial location. The MLEMig algorithm provided accurate estimates of the washout
parameter for all cases, but resulted errors in the washin parameter estimated in some cases.
MLEM initialized with a uniform initial guess provided accurate estimates of the
exponential washin/washout parameters at this rapid one-second scan interval acquired by
three camera views.
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Fig. 1.
(a) Transverse view of the simulated SPECT system with three cameras (red wireframe) at
120-degree intervals. (b) The arrangement of pinholes on the collimator. All pinhole
channels were perpendicular to the axis of rotation. (c) Simulated projection of phantom
described in Table II.
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Fig. 2.
Cross-section of the simulated rat-lung phantom. The gray region was water filled with
activity while the three white cylinders were air filled with activity.
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Fig. 3.
Experimental 99mTc-HMPAO time-activity curve obtained from the lung ROI, partitioned
into the dynamic and late-study phases. The dynamic portion of the curve (seconds 5-22)
was fit to a two-exponential model (solid line).
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Fig. 4.
The two time activity curves simulated within the phantom cylinders. The curve a1(t) is
modeled from the experimentally measured uptake of 99mTc-HMPAO in the rat lung.
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Fig. 5.
Central axial slice of the phantom reconstructed by MLEM (uniform initial guess) from a
varying number of views and background activity levels acquired at one view per second.
For comparison, an image reconstructed from 60 views each acquired over 10 seconds per
view is also displayed and labeled as ‘prior.’ The images are scaled to display the full
dynamic range in each slice.
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Fig. 6.
Central axial slice of the phantom reconstructed by MLEMig from a varying number of
views and background activity levels acquired at one view per second. The initial guess was
the volume reconstructed from 60 camera views each over 10 seconds, labeled as the prior
image in the figure. The images are scaled to display the full dynamic range in each slice.
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Fig. 7.
Ratio of activity between cylinders (left) A/B, (center) A/C, and (right) background/A,
resulting from MLEM and MLEMig reconstructions of simulations with varying angular
sampling and background activity levels. The true ratio is plotted as a solid line. In the
rightmost plot (Background/A), the true contrast for the three simulated cases is plotted as
horizontal lines at 0%, 10%, and 25% relative contrast. The error bars represent one standard
deviation.
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Fig. 8.
(a) Axial and (b) coronal images reconstructed by MLEM for the late-study acquisition with
60 camera views with 10 seconds per view. The axial image represents the central axial
slice, while the coronal image is located at the center of cylinder C. Voxel values are in units
of Bq/mm3.
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Fig. 9.
(a) Axial and (b) coronal images reconstructed by MLEM and (c) axial and (d) coronal
images reconstructed by MLEMig for the one-second, three camera acquisition at the 10th
time point. The axial image represents the central axial slice, while the coronal image is
located at the center of cylinder C. Voxel values are in units of Bq/mm3.
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Fig. 10.
Scatter plots of the mean reconstructed activity versus simulated activity for each cylinder
(A,B,C) reconstructed at each time point with MLEM and MLEMig. The five symbols
represent the five different trials for each phantom. The estimated linear fits are also plotted.
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Fig. 11.
The ratio between mean reconstructed values (relative contrast) in cylinders A and B (A/B)
and cylinders C and B (C/B) in images reconstructed by MLEM and MLEMig. The error
bars represent one standard deviation. The true ratios are also plotted.
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Fig. 12.
The ratio between mean reconstructed values in an ROI within the background and in
cylinder A reconstructed by MLEM and MLEMig. The error bars represent one standard
deviation.
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Fig. 13.
The tracer activity, y(t), reconstructed by MLEM and MLEMig at the 26 time points for
cylinders A, B, and C. Also plotted are the resulting fits to the two-exponential model,ŷ(t),
and the true curve scaled to have the mean value of the fitted curve.
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TABLE I
Specifications of the simulated SPECT system and collimator
Camera Face 128 mm × 128 mm
Number of camera pixels 128 × 128
Pinhole diameter 2 mm
Pinhole-to-object distance 53.5 mm
Pinhole-to-detector distance 45 mm
Pinhole positions     (21.3, 0) (−21.3, 0) (15, 15) (15, −15) (−15, −15) (−15, 15) (0, 15) (0, −15), (0, 0)
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TABLE II
Phantom Specifications
Center (mm) Height (mm) Radius (mm)
Phantom cavity (0,0) 40 20
Cylinder A (−7.4,−5.4) 26 5
Cylinder B (5.4,8.8) 26 6
Cylinder C (10.2,−7.4) 20 3
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TABLE III
R2 values resulting from fitting the reconstructed TACs to the two-exponential model, averaged across all five
trials for each cylinder (mean ± standard deviation).
A B C
MLEM 0.89 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.04
MLEM ig 0.95 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.03
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TABLE IV
Comparison of true washin, washout, and peak time parameters, (b1, b2, tM) and the parameters estimated
from the reconstructed data, (b1̂, b2̂, tM̂). (MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION)
A B C
b 1
True 0.0647 1.000 0.0647
MLEM 0.073 ± 0.067 1.18 ± 0.58 0.056± 0.05
MLEM ig 0.136± 0.046 0.96 ± 0.33 0.11 ± 0.05
b 2
True 0.6097 0.100 0.6097
MLEM 1.13 ± 1.14 0.11 ± 0.02 0.52 ± 0.42
MLEM ig 0.89 ± 0.63 0.10 ± 0.01 0.51 ± 0.22
t M
True 9.56 5.00 9.56
MLEM 10.8 ± 0.78 4.66 ± 0.73 10.0 ± 1.12
MLEM ig 11.1 ± 0.6 5.37 ± 0.44 11.0 ± 0.6
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